Brain Awareness

March Upcoming Events

**Guest Speakers**
*12pm @ Guyon Auditorium*
Join us in welcoming Dr. Kris Martens and Dr. Cole Vonder Haar who are SIU alumni. They will be speaking about "Animal models for exploring and treating psychiatric-like dysfunction after traumatic brain injury (TBI)."

**Last Day to Order Shirt!**
Purchase a brain awareness t-shirt for $15. Some of the profits will be donated to the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention and for Brain Awareness events next March. Contact Jennica Young to order. Cash, check, or venmo are accepted.
Email: jennicay@siu.edu

**Panel Discussion**
*4pm @ Morris Library, 752/754*
Professionals from NeuroRestorative, Lindsay Rhoades, Jeremy Rosene, and Dr. Alyson Wolz will speak briefly on topics involving nature and the brain, TBI and PTSD, and speech after TBI. A panel discussion will follow.

**Pagliai’s Pizza Fundraiser**
*5pm to 8pm @ Pagliai’s Pizza*
Enjoy a night of pizza! Tell your server you are there for the Cognitive Sciences Graduate Organization and a portion of your check will be donated to the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention.

Brain Awareness is a campaign, through the DANA foundation, to increase public awareness of the progress and benefits of brain research. Research of the brain spans many areas of interest such as mental illness, neurodegenerative diseases, concussions and other TBIs, and neuroscience.
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